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Treasured in its own right, amber
is a golden window on the long ago
The hand-carved amber that once decorated a palace may be lost, but an
impossible dream of paleontologists might yet come true.
By John F. Ross

The wasp is so perfectly
preserved that I handle it gingerly,
making sure that its evil-looking
stinger is no longer twitching.
Though it is locked inside a chunk
of amber the size of a plum. the
veins in its wings and the facets of
its eyes are clearly visible, as if a
nervous homeowner had swatted it
with this morning's newspaper and
dropped it into a jar of honey.
In fact, Susan Hendrickson, a
paleontologist, tells me, the wasp is
about
30 million years old,
transported to the present by an
odds-defying
process inside
a
capsule of fossilized tree resin
known as amber. It begins one
fateful day during the Oligocene
Epoch when the wasp settles on the
sticky bark of a tropical tree that is
oozing resin with the consistency of
glue. The wasp becomes mired in
this miniature La Brea tar pit and
dies. Resin continues to drip down
the tree, completely enveloping the
wasp. Eventually, the tree dies and
decomposes, leaving behind the
wasp in its translucent
tomb.
Despite inexorable geologic forces
that crush most organic material
beyond recognition, turning it into

coal, the resin with its imbedded
wasp grows harder still. Streams
carry the entombed wasp far from its
original haunts. Millions of years
pass, the continents move apart,
and the climate cools. The wasp's
species and a number of other
insects, plants and animals die out.
Yet, the wasp itself remains,
locked in a matrix of sediments deep
within the Earth. Great geological
forces thrust up the sediments with
the amber and the wasp to form
what will become the mountains of
the Dominican Republic. Recently,
on
a bright sunny afternoon,
Hendrickson pulls the wasp from a
hole dug in the side of a mountain.
Somewhere on its long trip, the
hardened resin has fossilized into
amber, the semiprecious stone used
in jewelry.
This wasp and Hendrickson's
other pieces are not destined for the
jeweler but for a diverse group of
scientists and collectors who study
thousands
of pieces of amber
containing a menagerie of insects
and animal parts, plants and other
materials.
A feather in amber
intrigues Smithsonian expert Roxy
Laybourne - previously, the fossil

record has been mute about ancient
bird feathers in the tropics.
A
stingless honeybee in amber doubles
the previously known age of bees,
prompting questions about the age
of flowering plants. University of
California
entomologist George
Poinar has an unrivaled opportunity
to study a parasitic relationship
between insects frozen in time.
Smithsonian
paleo botanist Fran
Hueber may have found ash from a
volcanic eruption in amber, hinting
about conditions long ago and their
effect on climate. There are the

remarkably lifelike examples of
lizards, butterflies,
frogs, and
scorpions.
Of them all, a termite and a
bee - both trapped in Dominican '
amber - are causing the most
excitement. Scientists in New York
and California respectively have
isolated and sequenced pieces of
DNA from them. These and earlier
studies have opened a Pandora's box
of speculation,
energizing that
netherworld where science meets the
imagination.
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Collector Edith Block's fist sized piece of amber

Held to the light, polished amber reveals an
from Dominican Republic trove holds rare feather. ancient cache of leaflets and bark from a
vanished forest.

Uyou would like to read more about amber, the complete article can be found
in the January 1993 copy of the Smithsonian magazine,
Uyou would like to submit an article to be included in the Ecphora please send
it by November I, 1997 to:
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club
P.O. Box 321

Sykesville, MD 21784
The Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club (CMMFC)is a non-profit organization. The Ecphora is
the quarterly newsletter published by the CMMFC. The purpose of this newsletter is to provide
better communication and to share information that may be of interest to the members of
CMMFC.Articles which appear in the Ecphora are unedited and are published as submitted.
Unless otherwise stated, articles published in the Ecphora are the views and opinions of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or the responsibility of the Calvert
Marine Museum or the CMMFC.

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMBER
AMBER: WINDOW TO THE PAST
June 6 - Sep~ember 1, 1997
National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution
Amber is a hardened form of tree resin - originally exuded as a protective mechanism
against disease and insect infestation - that has been preserved in the earth's crust for millions
of years. Often regarded as a gem, amber is actually an organic substance whose structure
has changed very little over time, unlike that of some other fossilized material, in which the
organic matter is replaced with minerals. From June 6 through September 1, 1997, the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of Natural History presents AMBER:
Window to the Past, the most comprehensive exhibition about this remarkable substance ever
mounted.
Found in virtually every region of the world, occurrences of amber range from the
Triassic Period (250-205 million years ago) to the Tertiary period (65 to 2.5 million years
ago). Lebanese amber,
the
oldest
to contain insects, is approximately 125
:..
~ form known
-

million years old. Amber found in New Jersey, which has yielded the oldest bee, some of the
oldest ants, and the only flower preserved in amber from the Cretaceous period ever
discovered, ranges in age from 95 to 65 million years. Baltic amber, referred to as the "gold
of the North" and cherished for purposes of carving, is approximately 40 million years old.
Dominican and Mexican ambers, irltportant for the diversity of the insects and small
vertebrates preserved in them, are approximately 30 to 23 million years old.
Characteristics

of Amber

Visitors to the exhibition learn about the unusual properties of amber, including its
variations in ·color and composition. Dozens of colors of amber have been catalogued,
ranging from rare blue and green to the more cOIJlIIlonyellow, gold and deep red. The blue
and green colors are not due to the pigments but, instead, to a florescent reaction to ultra
violet light. Amber also varies in opacity from very murky to extremely transparent. In
English the word "amber" denotes both the fossilized tree resin and a brownish-red hue.
In Poland, where the substance has cultural significance, dialects include hundreds of words to
describe its many shades.
(more)
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One of the unique characteristics of amber is its ability to preserve the organisms
entrapped in it with remarkable fidelity. Researchers believe that a component in the amber
acts as an embalming agent, dehydrating and preserving the entrapped specimens, called
inclusions, to such a degree that there is virtually neither shrinkage of tissue, nor trace of
decomposition. Inclusions have been preserved with such life-like fidelity that scientists are
even able to extract fragments of DNA from extinct species in the quest to answer how new
life forms develop and how and why others become extinct.
Amber as a Cultural Artifact
For thousands of years people have carved beads, charms, and religious objects from
amber, believing that it held special symbolic powers. The Etruscans frequently used the
substance when depicting gods and goddesses; the Greeks referred to amber as "elektron" (the
root of the modem word "electricity"), or "substance of the sun"; and Roman legions were
dispatched to the Baltic in search of this organic material. Tales regarding its origins, which
have been linked to Greek mythology, added to its mystique. Legend has it that Phaeton, son
of the Sun
God Helios,
was- killed
while !!Y.!gg19
qrive _hisfath~Ls_goldeILchariot across the"'- -~------_._~---sky. Transfixed by their grief, Phaeton's mother and sisters turned into aspen trees, their tears
to droplets of amber.
The oldest amber artifacts ever excavated are roughly hewn beads that date back to
11,000 - 9,000 B.c. However, despite the cultural significance of amber, large-scale

production of objects carved from amoer did not occur until 3,400 - 3,100 B.c. Ambertrade
burgeoned by 3,100 - 2,500 B.C., especially in the eastern Baltic region, where large deposits
of -transparent-amber, highly prized for purposes of carving, were found. By the fourteenth
century A.D., amber guilds were established along the Baltic coast. Artisans from these
guilds used the material's delicacy, transparency, and striking variations iIi color to create
decorative objects for use in religious ceremonies and in court.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, craftsmen perfected the traditional
methods of sculpting and relief carving and established two new techniques, encrustation the piecing together of intricate amber mosaics that were subsequently glued to a piece of
wood - and verre eglomisee, in which ornamental designs, landscapes, and phrases were
engraved onto the reverse side of a transparent piece of amber and often highlighted with a
(more)
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piece of ivory or gold foil. Using these newly acquired techniques, the master artisans created
objects that often surpass those of previous centuries in both intricacy and size.
The range of decorative objects included in AMBER: Window to the Past, attest to
its importance to a variety of cultures. The exhibition serves to document a fascination with
amber that has endured for thousands of years.
# # #

TWO EXHIBITS mGHLIGHT RESEARCH OF
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM SCIENTISTS
Focus Is on Plants and Insects, Some Preserved in Amber
It may come as a surprise to some, but beyond the exhibit spaces that will house the
major exhibition AMBER: Window to the Past at the Smithsonian's National Museum of
Natural History (on view June 6 through September 1) lurks a team of scientists studying the
historical record of life on earth.
As ancillary displays for the amber show, two of the scientists - Dr. Francis M.
Hueber and Dr. Conrad Labandeira - have created small exhibits focusing on the kind of
research they do for the museum, typically out of the public eye. The exhibits are FREE.
Amber and Plants
Dr. Francis M. Hueber is research curator in Paleobotany and has spent his life
studying the earliest evidence of land life, specifically plants ("I'm a plant type all the way").
His exhibit includes a large amber specimen which he collected in the Dominican Republic in
1977 containing parts of flowers from the tree that produced the resin that then became
amber. He was able to identify other parts of the tree because he had grown a tree of the
same genus in his office.
"The young tree unlocked the mystery," Francis Hueber says. "No one had ever
named the flower parts in this amber before. Since I grew the tree in my office, I
discovered that the modem plant parts resembled the mysteriQus fragments in ancient
amber. "
Amber is a solidified resin exuded by plants protecting themselves from insect, fungus
or bacterial invasion, and Dr. Hueber notes that some of the "youngest amber in existence is
perhaps about 12 million years old."
(more)
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Which means that none of us will be around to see what plants or insects from our
world of today will be captured in "mother nature's plastic."
Amber and Insect Evolution
Dr. Conrad Labandeira, research scientist and curator of fossil arthropods, is a
paleobiologist who works on fossil insects and plant-insect interactions. A member of a
consortium at the museum called the Evolution of Terrestrial Ecosystems, he has been
documenting and entering into a database "large, diverse, well-preserved and abundant insect
faunas and often their associated floras" dating from the last 325 million years -- of which
amber, he says, is "only one type of preservational mode."
Dr. Labandeira' s exhibit focuses on fossil insect deposits in lake shales from
Colorado's Green River formation, coal shales from Mazon Creek, Ill., and a few pieces of
amber from the Dominican Republic.
"What people will see," Labandeira says, "is a diorama of a lakeside forest. In it will
be some fossils that are placed in their approximate habitat: weevils and longhorn beetles,
- whicnJeed on plants, crIckets and march iiIes,-and a dragonfly a~d-a~cockroa'~b.,~ong
others."

A timeline will explain which insect assemblages existed when.

For Dr. Labandeira, one of the most intriguing parts of the exhibit is a comparison
between an extinct leaf from a sycamore tree and a modem leaf from a maple, both of which
show damage from what appears to be the same insect, a leaf-mining moth. A study of the
two leaves raises the question: Was it, in fact, the same insect feeding on two different
leaves separated by 48 million years? Or are there two different insects - an extinct form on
sycamore, and a modem one on maple - which have the same feeding pattern?
#

Contacts:

# #

Caroline Lewis, Serino Coyne, Inc.,
Washington: (301) 424-8955
Lucy Kraus, Serino Coyne, Inc.
New York: (212) 626-2732

Randall Kremer or Johnna Miller
Smithsonian, National Museum of
Natural History: (202) 786-2950

LEARNING FROM THE AMBER TREE
111

Hueber has used all sorts
aleobotanist
Dr. Francis
of
tools to study
ancient

plants. Recently, for example,
he
a new classificaPrototaxtionsupported
for the organism
ites after examining the Devonian period
fossil (350- to
400-million years old) under a
scanning
Variously electron
describedmicroscope.
as yew,
algae, or seaweed, Prototaxites
isn't a plant at all, Fran Hueber
believes, but, in his words, "a
humongous
Working fungus."
with plants preserved in amber, too, Hueber
has employed state-of-the-art
techniques, including infrared
Above: Calyx of a
Hymenaea
flower,
preserved in amber
from the same tree,Dominican Republic, 25 to 30 million
years
old.
The
length of the amber
is 1.6 in (4.1 em).
American Museum
of Natural History.

photospectrometry.
his most valuable newYettools
one isofa
living amber tree he has grown
from seed in a sunny office
window. This Hymenaea cour~
baril, a modern relative of the
extinct Dominican Hymenaea
protera, led to Hueber's correcting the identification of puzzling inclusions
in amber.
Once
thought flower,
to be athey
part are
of
the Hymenaea
in fact tiny spear-shaped leafcovers, virtually identical to
those Hueber found on his
office windowsill as his plant's
leaves matured.
Hueber describes studying
paleobiology
a detective
game,
one that as
rewards
endless
curiosity and observation. And
as his small amber tree illustrates, you never know when
or wher~
you may
upon
an Important
clue.happen

Amber: \Vindow to the Past is a

once-in-a-lifetime presentation
of exquisite amber carvings, as
well as rare specimens
of

ancient plant and animal life.
Admission
to (children
this specialSand
exhibition is $4
younger, free). Advance tickets
are available through Ticketmaster at 202-432-SEAT or 1Soo-s.51-SEA
T. Same-day
may be purchased
at the tickets
Museum. Every other Tuesday--June
17,
July
12 and

1, IS, andsame-day
29, and August
26--free
passes
are available at the Museum on
a first come, first served basis.

Wide-ranging
research, from a
humongous fungus
to gemlike amber.
Dr. Hueber's amber-related
work and the research of Con- .
rad
and Labandeira,
member of athe
paleobiologist
Museum's
Evolution of Terrestrial Ecosystems .Consortium, are featured
in two small, free exhibitions
that complement Amber: Win-

dow to the Past.

Yes, I'd like to keep up
with 'new . things -atNatural History! .
Pli:ase add· me to the mailing list
for Quest, the Museum;s free
quanedy magazine and calendar.
NAME

'ADDRESS

crITIST ATElZJP

"; _. Quest IMRC
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National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution

Cover: Scorpion. Dominican Republic. 25 to 30 million years old.
Length. -75 in (1.9 cm)_ Private collection.
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Millions of Years
Ago, Tiny
Creatures Got
Stuck in Tree Sap,
Now They're ...

FOREV
AMBER
~-jT~S :~-_Il""~,~,,:,:a:~••: :'.;"N( I"'C.

"Amber: Window to the
Past- has a prehistoric
gecko, far left, and
psuedoscorplon
that got stuck In
sap and ended up, millions of years later,
on display at the Smithsonian.

By Elizabeth Kastor
Wuhingtoa

Post StatfWrittr

1's not often you empathize with a gecko.
Yet there the lizard is, splayed in death, the
drama of its end more than 25 million years ago
preserved in a hunk of amber. The head, thl\.,
i,
.'sca1y neck ana tail are all peifectly mum!
down to the pinhead pads at the ends ofits-~\)es.
But the gecko's back is broken in several places, as if in
.a struggle-perhaps
the struggle of a creature trying to
wrench itself free from the fragrant, sticky ooze that
had trapped and would kill it.
What must it have been like to drown in honey?
The gecko rests now in back-lit glory in "Amber:
WlOdow to the Past" at the National Museum of Natural
History, along with 145 otherfossil specimens and 94
decorative objects made of amber.
There is something weird and beautiful and morbid
about amber. Long before Michael Crichton and Steven
Spielberg turned amber into the vehicle for bringing: .
dinosaurs back to life and millions into their wallets, the
stuff had an eerie, compelling grip on the human
imagination. It stops time, freezes decay. To walk
through the Natural History exhibition is to feel some
of that alien power.
- About 26 million years ago, in a forest in what would
someday be the Dominican Republic, a colony of
termites swarmed and was.caught in sap oozing out Of a
tree: Every leg, every wing, every antenna remains.
Wood-boring beetles gnawed tunnels in a tree 23
million years before the first human, and left a trail of .
sawdust plugs behind them: The sawdust is still there;

PHOTOS FROM 'AMBER,

WINOOW

TO THE PAST"

.Stuck in the past: Prehistoric life forms are encased In amber, Including,
clockwise from above, a scorpion; a butterfly; a swann of tiny Iong·legged flies;
and acacia flowers and sterns and a spray of insects.

$4 ADMISSION CHARGE
"Amber: Window to the Past"
is at the National Museum of
Natural History through Sept. 1.
For only the second time in the
Smithsonian's history, there will
be a charge for tickets: $4 for
adults (but they are free for
children 8 and younger). Free,
same-day tickets will be
available on June 17, July 1,
15,29 and Aug. 12 and 26.
The show cost Natural 'History .
")0,000, and the museum,
'-.. N in the middle of extensive
renovations, could not have .
brought the show to'

,

.-

Washington
for tickets.

without charging

The museum is planning to
hold public "identification
days," when people can bring in
their trinkets for examination.
Museum paleobotanist Francis
Hueber says that "85 percent of
the time, ifs not even amber,
but Bakelite plastic;" Amber
artisans will also be
demonstrating their crafts, and
a series of lectures has been
..Scheduled.

_ca~tn~ fTluseum

at

- 202-357 457:7 f~r information.

as are some of the unfortunate beetles.
A spider egg case floats, a g~
globe
of white thread, a generation of spiders
~ed
inside forever. K leaf; one
edgepibb~
awaY1>Ysome 19n9-vanished predator, waits" Flowers rest in a
halo of pollen, mushrooms in a cloud of
·spores ..
Here is the oldest fossil mushroom,
the oldest fossil bea, a primitive oak
flower in amber more than 90 million
years old-the only amber f10~ from
the Cretice09s period. ·Here is a butterfJysO. weD -preserVed die 'grildatiQn of

color QilitaWinis cailstill be seen:~ere
is u:elanve 'ofthe Spider, still cJU@ing
its prey in itsjaws.
\',
~,'
...
.Amber Offers that SeductiVe vertigo
brought about by peeking into the vastness o{time and seeing a familiaffaceof a fainiliarcockroach. The experience
is probablY more metaphysical than
scientific,but it fuelS foSsilhunters and
genealogists, and is at th~,heart of the
appeal ohiatural histoiyinusetl!i1S-, : .
. In ~legend,
son of the .
sun 'god Helios, whipped his iathers
fiery horses and drove them too close
to Earth. To keep the' Earth from
catching fire, Zeus struck him dead
with a thunderbolt Phaeton's mother
and sisters wept over the body until
they became rooted in their sorrow and
turned, into poplar trees. Their tears
became amber.
Curator David Grimaldi, chairman of
entomology at the American Museum
of Natural History in New, York-and-~ - curator of the show, likes to say that
amber' was one of the two earliest
precioClSsubstances of human history,
along with ivory. Prehistoric people
treasured the hunks that washed up on
the beaches of the Baltic and Mediter·
ranean, seduced by its golden tones
and the mysterious static charge it
developed when rubbed. Amber was
traded for copper and iron, and the
trade lieq)ed shape the development of
northern European cultures.
A stone that was not a stone with the
color Of sunlight, ainber lent itself to
carv.in~.and'.was ~
to ~~t~uc~:
The static charge made straw and hair
cling to it Surely this stuff was magic.
In fact, it is not magical but mundane, the long-hardened residue of a
tree's attempt to protect itself agafust .
parasites and disease. Resin. flowed
from wounds in' the trees and hardened, protecting them from infection
like a bandage. Anything unlucky
enough to step or fly or land in the
stuff-and small enough to be unable
to pull free-stayed there. For a very
longtime.
The Roman poet Martial wrote: .

~~.n:

An ant beneath ajJoplarjiJund,
. An amber tear has covered round;
so she that was in life desPised;
in death preserved, is highly
prized. .~ .

The two r00i11ShOu:Sing amber with
"inclusions" (the technical term for
~
got ,stuck in the tree resin
miDenrliaago) are dark. and the pieces
are lit from behind and glow. Some are
so small you study them through mag~~,
some so crowded with
forest detritus you struggle to pick out
the individual creatures.
Almost every kid goes through a
stage of squatting and watching long
trails of ants emerge from the ground
andgo.about their purposeful business.
Most grow out of that fascination and
intoa:re~on
tOaCb motels and fly
~.'-But
.inthis~exhibit,before
these bugs that have been tranSformed
.into objects of odd beauty, ,it~ not hard
to feel allttIe bit of1he-faScirlation that
must'transfom same 'kids into enro,
alsopoSmble
molo~sts as adU\iS;
to be amused 1>.Y:U1e
~est
scientific
.'. "of" ~a,P1..,
""Ctlirelabeled·" :~Idest
'
enth 1,J.SI3SD\.,
. deDnitiVeoant\or·.a 'phow in ,tfi~eata- .
·logue~~~,exCePtionally~j1ea.j
.
GrilrialdFSaid he was "flab~ted" When' he first began e,qunmwg the
nearly lifelike, tissues "and det3ils, of
insects~in amber. To a paleohQtmist or
-biologist, the "preserved animals .and
plants' are the 'materials of scientific
careers, clues from which vanished
ecosystems and evolutionary relationships can be deduced. When, for example, a fig wasp in amber is discovered,
scientists can asSume that somewhere
in that particular forest at that particular·
wne, there were figtfees. ,. -- .
For the rest of us, amber means
something else, and the meaning is not
the same as what draws us to the Hope
Diamond and other 11ashy gems. Humans value gems for their gleaming
perfection, their icy, inert purity. Amber, even the best pieces ornately
carved by Asian and European artists,
is never perfect Craggy, lumpy,
swirled with milky opacity, mottled and
flecked with primeval dust; hunks and
slivers of amber seem individual, somehow alive.
'
At its best, the exhibition bridges
nature' and art, specialized scientific
curiosity and simple human wonder. At
its slightly less than best, the bridge
grows shaky. The excellent catalogue,
~~,~~Grimaldi,
isinte~
to the nonspeOalist, but the show could
use a little more of the basic scientific
explanation Grimaldi' includes in his
book. Scientificjargon creeps into afew
of the labels (what exactly is "sub(ossil·
ized wood" and what precisely is $e
difference between amber and "true"
fossils?).

The catalogue tells you that unlike
true fossils in stone-in which organic
matter haS been replaced with mineral~e
'embalmed bugs in amber
have not become a new substance.
ScientistShave, in fact, retrieved scrnps
of DNA from termites in amber,
though Grimaldi is quick to dismiss
idea that science could match Cnc
ton's fantasy of cloning'dinosaurs from
Jurassic and Cretaceous DNAfound in
blood-bloated mosquitoes in amber.
"There isn't a hope" of reassembling
even a termite's entire gene code, let.
alone a dinosaur's, Grimaldi said last
week.
'
"I don't regret the publicity that
'Jurassic Park' gives to amber," he
said. "Unfortunateo/,the public has

:~t~,

often misconstrued what we can do
concerning the extraction and sequencing of DNA I have nothing
against publicity. I just wouldn't want
scie~<:~~opander to it."

"'., ..

-

So, no pandering. But what modem .
museum would ignore the chance to .
warm itself in the reflected amber
glow of a Hollywood publicity blaze?
The exhibit reaches Washington just
after Spielberg's "'The Lost World,"
and the special gift shop that greets
visitors at the end of the show is not
only crammed with amber jewelry
(ranging in price from a few dollars to
$5,(00) but also with Crichton's boo~,
- on tapes and assorted movietie:in:
But before you get to the shop,
there is a room full of amber art
objects: Danish carvrngs dating back·
9lh millennia, Etruscan pendants, Baroque crucifixes, Chinese bottles. A
corner of the legendary "Amber
Room" from a czarist palace near St.
Petersburg has also been re-created,
and is accompanied by assorted am- .
ber objects owned oy the czars.
The mosaic panels that once decorated the room, given to Peter the :
Great in the early 18th century, were
composed of 100,000 pieces of cut
and polished amber. The panels
were seized by the Nazis, and the last
record of their existence was fu 1945,
but Russian amber artisans have
been working to re-create the room
. based on archival photographs.
It is all pretty rich stuff, and the
juxtaposition of the ornate ~osaics
and intricate carvings with the fragments of prehistory feels slightly
awkward. But museum director Robert Fri said the museum's aim had
been "to combine these sorts of
objects that are beautiful with the
science we practice here in the m.!!seum." And perhaps the glitter "
jewelry and mosaics and the' '_
mance of the czars will broaden the
appeal of the harder science.

A·mber'.
Or

'lastic?
Expert Gives Opinion
At Smithsonian Show
By Linda Wheeler
Washington Post SWfWriter

Francis M. Hueber is a kind man.
He hates to deliver bad news, but, for
much of yesterday, he had to tell
people what they didn't want to hear:
"I'm afraid it's plastic."
Hueber, a research curator in paleobotany at the Smithsonian, met at the
National Museum of Natural History
with dozens of anxious jewelry owners
who wanted his assurance that their
grandmothers' necklaces were real
amber. The Smithsonian, now hosting
an extensive show of amber. offered a
free "Amber Identi-day" yesterday and
again today, beginning at noon.
At yesterday's 10 a.m. opening, 27
people quickly formed a line, many
~
what they hoped was amber
:liy.

.

,My mother brought it from Russia"
70 years ago," said one of the first in
line as she intently watched Hueber
examine the necklace under a microscope. Hueber paused. Then he looked
up at the woman, smiled apologetically
and said, "It's old all right, but it's old
plastic."
The woman was stunned. She put
the necklace back in a bag and walked
briskly away. "It just shows there were
hustlers 100 years ago," she said,
indicating her grandmother had been
swindled. She refused to give her
name.
Amber is hardened tree resin and
makes unusual jewelry because tiny
plants and insects are sometimes preserved in the yellow, orange or red
substance. Amber from the Dominican
Republic tends to be opaque, but, if
found in the Baltic states, it is clear. At
the museum gift shop, tiny pieces of
carved amber as well as amber jewelry
are for sale at prices ranging from
$6.50 to $1,700.

According to Hueber, the DuPont
chemical company produced a plastic
.----..~ionof amber beginning in the
.is. "Probably 85 percent of what I
See today will be plastic," he said. "It is
very hard to tell from the real amber."

.
As part of museum exhibit, Smithsonian paleobotanist Francis M. Hueber examines jewelry

Next up was Christine Hickey, who
presented Hueber with a three-foot
length of small, rough beads, telling
him she had bought it in Budapest
Hueber studied the beads carefully,
turning them around in his long fingers and then staring at them through
the microscope. 'This is definitely amber," he said. "Color-wise it's Baltic."
Hickey, a Washington tour guide
who has escorted visitors through the
exhibit, said she was delighted with
Hueber's confirmation. "When you
travel, you never know for sure what
you are buying," she said.
Halfway into the two-hour session,
Hueber still looked eagerly at each
piece ofjewelry handed to him. "I am a
crow by nature," he said, accepting a
pendant from a woman. "I like anything that sparkles."
In this case, the sparkle was internal. He explained to Gloria Smale, of
Kensington, that slowly heating a piece
of amber will cause the bubbles inside
to explode, creating a star-burst look.
"It was heat-treated," Hueber said.

Smale looked dismayed at the suggestion the amber had been altered.
"Think of it as enhanced," he said.
Smale smiled.
Jerry Jacobson, a retired CIA analyst, showed Hueber a necklace of
what he thought was red and orange
amber.
"It's my wife's grandmother's," he
said.
Hueber took a razor and scraped a
tiny flake from a red bead.
"What you have here is a mixture."
.he said, holding up the short necklace as he spoke. "It's mixed amber
and plastic. The mix is unusual, but
only the orange are real."
, "Doesn't surprise me," Jacobson
said, chuckling. "Her grandmother
was a real mix, too. A real character."
FOR MORE INFORMAllON .&.:1

To visit an online Smithsonian
exhibition about amber, click on the
above symbol on thefront page
o/The Post's Website at
www.washingtonpost.com

Reprinted from Chemical & Engineering News January 199~~
Instrumental

method for

unmasking forged amber
Forging amber evidently is a thriving i:. ~
dustry, but a relatively simple way to unmask the resulting fakes has been reported by Norbert Baer of the Institute of
Fine Arts, New York University, and
three colleagues u: AnaL Appl. Pyrolysis,
25, 77 (1993)]. The method combines
pyrolysis-gas chromatography
(Py-GC)
and pyrolysis-gas chromatography/mass
speetrametry (Py-GC/MS).
Amber has long fascinated people because of its rumored healing power, the
many dandy colors that make it so desirable for jewelry, and the critters-ranging from insects to small frogs and lizards-sometimes
found permanently
trapped in the material. As night follows
day, say Baer and his coworkers, these
attractive properties have drawn the attention of forgers from the earliest times.
By forgery, the authors specify, they
mean substitution of materials ranging
from recent copals to synthetic polymers
for real Baltic amber (succinate) or other
fossilized resins.
The chronology of amber forgeries,
say Baer and coworkers, "mirrors the development of synthetic polymer chemistry." Leo Baekeiand patented his phenolfonnaldehyde resin (Bakelite) in 1907,
and the first samples of the material were
quite dark, mainly reddish or chocolate
brown. This circumstance, the authors
report, led to a legendary "very rate red
Baltic amber."
The disadvantages of phenol-formaldehyde (darkness and nontransparency)
in faking amber were partly overcome in
1937 with the advent of commercial
polystyrene. With judicious use of colorants in polystyrene, forgers could "obtain a very convincing amber look-alike
material of various colors," but still could
not achieve the transparency of real amber. During 1942-47, however, came un- .
sarurated polyesters and epoxy resins.
These polymers, say Baer and coworkers, "created a small-scale revolution in amber forgeries, particularly in
the area of forged inclusions. ... One
can prepare convincing imitations of
large transparent amber pieces with a
",ide variety of inclusions (for example,
ants, .bees, lizards, and mosquitoes) ....
The price of amber pieces with inclusions is substantially greater than that of
-c!ear amber. . .. In recent years a flood
of forged amber inclusions have appeared for sale in major gem and mineral

shops, and fossil shows, and have been
purchased (sometimes for thousand of
dollars) by private collectors."
Baer and his colleagues used Py-GC
and Py-GC/MS on almost 100 amber
beads, spurious and otherwise. They
conclude that all major synthetic materials used to forge natural amber can be
easily distinguished with these methods.
Although forgers are skilled at faking
amber, the authors say, their inclusions
tend to "look remarkably fresh." Tiny
vertebrates preserved in real amber typically "have a distinctive dehydrated appearance. Typical natural inclusions often have groups of fIne bubbles near
them, probably formed as the trapped
animal struggled." Autlfenticity, say Baer
and his colleagues, has become particularly"important for inclusions because of
their potential as sources of DNA. They
give the example of the sdentists-from
the American Museum of Natural History
who reported in 1992 their recovery of
DNA gene fragments from an insect
preserved in amber for almost 30 million years.

Amber

By: Terry Cirrincione

I searched for Amber everywhere,
In Pennsylvania and Delaware;
But nary a bit could it be found -That elusive Amber quite renowned.
I knew of Amber in the Baltic Sea -Dominican Republic -- too far for me.
Colombia -- some far-off beach,
And Russian shores beyond my reach.
Then Lee Creek Amber came to me.
lt was as precious as could be.
A famous fossil site was there!
North Carolina! Beyond compare!
Then one day in April one rockbound I met
Told me of Amber and all I could get.
He'dfound a place in New Jersey it seemed;
And my heart bounced, and my face beamed!
Amber! Amber! So full of glee-A "dream-to-come-true" was happening to me.
I knew of Amber so tawny and brown,
In shades of yellow with golden crown,
Amber in white with sunshine stain,
Beige and tan, some fancy, some plain,
Amber in orange, Amber in blue,
Amber in red, or azure hue.
Some had dendritic inclusions so small.
Some had large bubbles or nothing at all.
My favorite Amber, however, you see
Are those that have insects -- an ant or a bee,
A termite, a spider, or even a fly.
Those fossils that no one can ever deny.
A tree branch, a leaf -- many or few,
A tiny skeletal mass to review.
A feather, a beetle, or mushroom cap
Within the fossilized tree sap
Tells more to science every day
Of times gone by. The 'past' can"say,
"Welived so very long ago.
Here is our life; here is our 'show'.
Study us; learn all that you can,
For science is knowledge and boon to man."
Amber is fossil; a mineral perhaps?
In reading life cycles, it fills in the gaps.
Whatever you call it, it's fossil to me.
Amber's my passion -- the past from a tree!

,

.

PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

We have devoted this issue of the Ecphora to AMBER, because
of the current grand exhibit at the Smithsonian.
I would like
to thank Francis M. Hueber, a research curator in paleobotany,
at the Smithsonian's Museum of Natural History, for his
assistance with this issue.
I would like to thank Joe Parker and Kathy Haberny for
bringing to our attention the loss of another fossil collecting
site.
Stratford Hall, in Virginia, has announced that their
beach is now off limits to fossil collectors.
Joe Parker, who
was a guest at the summer club meeting (now a club member) gave
a detailed account of a pleasant stroll on Stratford Hall's
beach, which abruptly ended.
A security guard told him and
his family that they were not welcome on the beach and that
in the near future the beach would be closed to collecting.
Joe stated that he was intimidated by the guards attitude and
by his repeated flashing of a gun.
Joe was startled by this
show of force because he and his family were simply collecting
shark teeth along the waters edge.
Kathy Haberny displayed
a newspaper article from
The Free Lance Star, (article enclosed)
which gives a full account of the closing of the beach.
Greed
and over collecting by a few fossil hunters is the underlying
reason for the closing of yet another of our favorite sites.
I can not emphasis enough, the importance of obtaining permission
from a landowner prior to collecting and obeying their requests
when colLect~ng without sponsorship of the museum.
Remember,
a member's actions and consequences reflect, not only upon
themselves, but on our fossil club and museum.
Unfortunately,
Stratford Hall administrators are under the
impression that ALL fossil collectors are poachers.
They do
not realize that the CMM Fossil Club conducts itself in a
responsible and ethical manner, as we enforce strict rules on
all field trips.
I understand their position, but I feel that
the administrators may have over reacted in their decision to
completely close the site to All fossil collectors.
I plan
to contact Lisa Macnab, Stratford's director of development,
to discuss with her the possibility of making an exception and
making special arrangements.
I regret to report that Connie and Larry Smith will no
longer allow us to hold our spring and fall fossil club meetings
at Matoaka Cottages.
Until further notice, all fossil club
meetings will be held at the Calvert Marine Museum.
When Cheryl and I attended out first club meeting in the
fall of 1992, I remember asking the member sitting next to me,
"Who's the guy wearing sandals?"
His reply, "Oh, that's Mike
Gottfried."
Soon after, I got to know Mike ,for myself and
quickly realized how fortunate we were to have him as our liaison
with the museum.
Mike's door was always open and even after
several years of "putting up" with amateurs like us, he seemed
genuinely happy to take the time to identify our finds.
He

offered me sound advice and guided me through many of my
decisions as club president.
Michigan's gain is our loss.
I can not imagine going to the museum and not seeing "the guy
wearing sandals."
I want to thank Kathy Haberny, Mike Ellwood and my wife,
Cheryl, for their imagination, patience and hard work in making
Mike Gottfried's good-bye party a success.
Everyone who attended
the summer meeting, did their part by keeping Mike's party a
surprise.
The party was complete with balloons, a shark pinata,
shark table cover, plates, napkins (with shark bites) and a
large, delicious sheet cake sporting an open shark jaw with
teeth.
The club presented Mike with a gift of a black, glass
Carcharodon megalodon shark tooth inscribed on the back: "With
Best Wishes And Appreciation CMMFC."
We thank Jerry Hovanec
for his inspired creation, which made for the perfect gift.
Fossil collecting during hot and humid summer weather can
quickly ruin a fun filled day with an unexpected trip to the
hospital.
Even a healthy and physically fit individual can
easily become a victim of.a heat related emergency.
The
following page (from Brady's Emergency Care Manual) outlines
the symptoms and signs of heat related emergencies and offers
advice on emergency care procedures.
Suggestions for prevention
of heat related illnesses:
Avoid collecting when a heat advisory
has been issued, wear loose fitting clothing that is light weight
and light in color, wear a hat and sunglasses, take frequent
rest breaks, do not over-exert yourself, drink plenty of water
(fruit juices or sports drinks), and eat fruits and healthy
lite meals or snacks.
My sincere thanks to Ginny and Jim Patzer, for their
assistance with typing and proof reading portions of the
newsletter and to Wally Ashby for maintaining a membership
from which he provides us with mailing labels.
Al Snelson

list
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1 HEAT CRAMPS
SYMPTOMS

AND SIGNS:

Severe muscle cramps (usually in the legs and abdomen), exhaustion, sometimes
dizziness or periods of faintness.

EMERGENCY

CARE PROCEDURES:

• Move patient to a nearby cool place
• Give patient salted water to drink or half-strength commercial electrolyte fluids
• Massage the "cramped" muscle to help ease the patient's discomfort, massaging
with pressure will be more effective than light rubbing actions. (Optional in some
EMS systems).
• Apply moist towels to the patient's forehead and over cramped muscles for
added relief
• If cramps persist, or if more serious signs and symptoms develop, ready the
patient and transport

2 HEAT EXHAUSTION
SYMPTOMS

AND SIGNS:

"Rapid and shallow breathing, weak pulse, cold and clammy skin, heavy perspiration, total body weakness, and dizziness that sometimes leads to unconsciousness.

EMERGENCY

CARE PROCEDURES:

• Move the patient to a nearby cool place.
• Keep the patient at rest.
• Remove enough clothing to cool the patient without chilling him (watch for shivering)
• Fan the patient's skin.
• Give the patient salted water or half-strength commercial electrolyte fluids. Do
not try to administer fluids to an unconscious patient.
• Treat for shock. but do not cover to the point of overheating the patient.
• Provide oxygen if needed
• If unconscious, fails to recover rapidly, has other injuries, or has a history of
medical problems. transport as soon as possible.

3 HEATSTROKE

SYMPTOMS

AND SIGNS:

Deep breaths, then shallow breathing; rapid strong pulse, then rapid. weak pulse:
dry, hot skin; dilated pupils; loss of consciousness (possible coma); seizures or
muscular twitching may be seen.

EMERGENCY

CARE PROCEDURES:

• Cool the patient-in
any manner-rapidly.
move the patient out of the sun or
away from the heat·source. Remove patient's clothing and wrap him in wet
towels and sheets. Pour cool water over these wrappings. Body heat must be
lowered rapidly or brain cells will die!
• Treat for shock and administer a high concentration of oxygen.
• If cold packs or ice bags are available, wrap them and place one bag or pack
under each of the patients armpits, one behind each knee. one in the groin.
one on each wrist and ankle, and one on each side of the patient's neck.
• Transport as soon as possible.
• Should transport be delayed, find a tub or container-immerse
patient up to
the face in cooled water. Constantly monitor to prevent drowning.
• Monitor vital signs throughout process.
.

CMM FOSSIL CLUB MEETING MINUTES

July 19, 1997

The summer meeting of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club was held on Saturday, July 19,
1997 at the Calvert Marine Museum in Solomons,
Maryland. This was also the date of the museum's
annual Sharkfest.
Members present were:
Cheryl & AI Snelson, Barb, Herb & Justin Ermler,
Marge Cleven, Steve Noel, Kathy & Tom Haberny,
Eric Woody, Debbie Burdette, Mike, Nancy, Daniel
& Sarah McCloskey, Henry Hays, Bemie & Flo
Strean, Mike Ellwood, Mike Gottfried, Charles
Soares and Dave Bohaska. Joe Parker was present
as a guest.
The meeting was called to order by President AI
Snelson at 3:00 PM. The first order of business
was a discussion of closings of collecting sites and
our responsibilities as collectors for behavior that
doesn't lead to the closing of more sites. It was
decided that we need to formulate strict on-site
rules; in the future all trips will require that
participants meet as a group and go over these
rules before anyone may start collecting. If you are
out on your own, and you see something.9f
significance in the cliffs, call the 'Calvert Museum or
the Smithsonian.
One of the most important points made was that
it is absolutely imperative that any collector be
sure that he or she has permission from the owner
of the land on which the collecting is being done. It
is best if this permission is in writing. Don't even
think about donating anything to the Smithsonian
unless it is clear you had permission to collect and
keep it. Otherwise, it will not be accepted.
We have been without an editor for the Ecphora.
Eric Woody suggested a Web Page for the club.
After a short discussion of all that this entails,
including getting "hooked up" to the museum,
Mike Gottfried suggested it is a good idea, but we
should wait until there is a new paleontologist at the
museum. We also agreed that even with a Web
page, we need to keep our newsletter.
Marge
Cleven volunteered to help with the editorship of
the EcphQra, and she and Debbie Burdette will
work Qn the Web page.
Dave Bohaska had several announcements:
The exhibit Amber: Window tQ the Past is on view
at the Smithsonian

now through September 2.

Also on view now is a deep sea core from off the
Florida coast, showing foraminifera and debris from
the comet impact. (After September 1, the core on
display will be a copy of the original.) Finally, the
Smithsonian's Paleo Training Program is in its third
"run." Currently being offered is the CQurse on
ethics; there is still room if you sign up now.
Trip chairman Kathy Habemy reported some
great trips in the works for this fall. Call-in to Lee
Creek fQr a club date will be next Friday. (Watch the
next issue of the Ecphora for all the latest trip
information.) Eric Woody mentioned a new site
around Norfolk with Miocene material; he will keep
us informed. Barb Ermler mentioned the recent
article in The Post about Peter Krantz's offering to
lead groups to "dine material." Dave Bohaska
warned it was better for the club not to get involved
with this.
Treasurer Cheryl Snelson reported $2,142.61 in
our account.
The question of life memberships was clarified by
AI Snelson. A very few are awarded to members
who have made outstanding contributions to the
life of the. club. However, there is no way to buy a
Ijfetime membership.
The club has purchased and is offering for sale,
at $5.00 each, copies of both fossil field guides
published by the North Carolina Fossil Club. The
Neogene book is of great help for identifying your
Lee Creek material, and the Cretaceous /
Paleogene book is useful at Big Brook.
After the meeting was adjourned we had a goingaway party for Mike Gottfried, complete with cake,
lemonade, balloons and shark decorations!

REPORTS ON RECENT FIELD TRIPS
Uverpool. On May 4, this Paleocene site on the Potomac River was
visited by Marge Cleven, David Ensign, Bob and Hallie Ertman, Tom and Kathy
Haberny, Mike McCloskey, Steve Noel, Bob and Pam Platt, and Cheryl
Snelson. Although it was very windy, a low tide with sunny, cool conditions
resulted in pleasant collecting conditions. Three crocodile teeth, several nice
Otodus obliquus teeth, a fish dental pavement with teeth (Para/bu/a), a
Pa/eocarcharodon tooth, a My/iobatis dental pavement with six rows, many
Striato/amia and a turtle shell were found.
Big Brook. On May 31, fourteen members, including Dana Atkinson,
Terry Cirrincione, Mike Ellwood, David Ensign, Bob and Hallie Ertman, Tom and
Kathy Haberny, Betsy Hallman, Bob and Pam Platt, Barbara Shea, and AI and
Cheryl Snelson set out on the first of our two-day adventure. At first it was
cloudy, but as the day progressed, it became sunny and cool.' We had a great
time, and found many Squalicorax, Scapanorynchus and Creto/amna teeth,
belemnites, ammonite internal molds, several nice Enchodus teeth and an
Enchodus jaw fragment with two teeth, two small but complete sawfish rostral
teeth (/schyrhiza), one small and one half of a large (split longitudinally)
mosasaur tooth, and a complete crab claw with pinchers in matrix.
Riker Hill.

On June 1, Dana Atkinson, Mike Ellwood, Bob and Hallie
Ertman;-To",- and Kathy Haberny: and AI ana Che-rylSnelson,continued on
from Big Brook to the Riker Hill site of the Jurassic Towaco Formation. We
worked extremely hard, turning over tons of rock slabs, until about two o'clock.
Thankfully, it was cool and cloudy, without rain. A wonderful cast and
impression of a Grallator track and several additional Grallator impressions
were found.
Camp Roosevelt. Grace Rymer kindly allowed our group of eighteen
to visit this Miocene Lower Calvert Formation site on the Bay on June 21. Mike
Gottfried, Tom and Kathy Haberny, Mike McCloskey, Joe Miller, Jim, Jenny and
Laura Patzer, Eric, Sara and Jared Seifter, Joseph and Barbara Shea, Cheryl
Snelson, Flo and Bernie Strean, and Trent and Pat Binford-Walsh turned out to
collect on this sunny day. Most stayed about two hours, due to the heat. Many
small shark teeth, including a few Notorynchus teeth were found.

TRIP REPORT
NEW JERSEY ADVENTURE --- 10/20/96

This is the trip report you have all (I'm sure) been waiting for. This trip actually started out as a
proposed two-day trip, with the first day being a trip to Big Brook. This is so not what happened!!
Trip leaders were Herb and Barb Ermler. Present also were Tom and Kathy Habemy, Marge Cleven and
Steve Noel and the ubiquitous chain saw (as well as a good supply of white chalkJ We all met at the
Woodrow Wilson Service Plaza as planned--except there was a driving rain. Everyone went inside and sat
around with coffee and various fast-food substances, talking about fossiling, getting to know each other
and generally hoping the rain would stop. (It didn't!)
While we were all sitting there, I looked out the window and saw a man go by carrying a rather limp looking
dog. Herb remarked that he bet the dog had been in back of an enclosed pick-up truck and was overcome
by CO gas. This was exactly what had happened. Several of us were instrumental in the ensuing drama of
bringing this dog back to life, including blowing air through drinking straws into its nostrils.
Once the dog was back on its feet, we came up with the following plan: We would go on to Big Brook
"just to see how it was" and if hunting was impossible, we would go to Trenton to check out The Great
Russian Dinosaurs, which I happened to remember was showing at the New Jersey State Museum.' Big
Brook was a raging torrent. There was one other person there, a guy from "Central Pennsylvania." We
took the requisite group photo and a few shots of the swollen stream and headed for Trenton. At 2:23 the
sun actually pierced through the clouds.
The museum exhibit was truly impressive. It presented mammal-like reptiles and labyrinthodont
amphibians as well as dinosaurs, with specimens dating back to the Permian. Many of the early beasts
were truly amazing. Also notable was the mounted Tarbosaurus and the nests of eggs of four or five
different dinosaurs. We ended our visit in the gift shop. Everyone agreed the day had turned out rather
well, and everyone was optimistic for Riker Hill the next day.
The weather was indeed fine the next day, but the site was over-run (the whole day) with a constant
stream of students from nearby Queens College. The leader was Bonnie Blackwell, who was actually very
helpful in interpreting for us the tracks on view in the rocks. She got down with me under a huge boulder
and showed me there are 5-7 Grallator trackways on the underside. She pointed out what may be
prosauropod tracks on the top. The large 3-toed print on a nearby rock is supposedly from a Ceratosaur.
She said she had once found coproliote on this site. Finally, she told us that secondary (or "ghost")
prints are exceptionally common here, so "if you think you are seeing one, you probably are." She was
truly helpful, but she complained a lot about people who come here to "rape and pillage" the site, cutting
out and hauling off huge chunks of rock with tracks in them. Sooo ...we sort of hid our big equipment and
spent our time tuming over what was already cut and looking for ghost prints. I found several candidates,
although not all of them were whole. Marge found what we thought was a tiny track, but broke it trying to
cut it down to size.
Back in the parking lot, we looked up into the sky to see a formation which looked for all the world like a
giant T-rex foot sticking out of a cloud. The one that got away!!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Please remember to call in for yourself and family members (spouse and
children of the member) only, on the date and time indicated. Single fossil club
members may call in for one other club member. Only current members of both
fossil club and Calvert Marine Museum can go on trips. For information about
club membership, contact Cheryl Snelson. The number of participants for trips
are limited, so if you find out that you won't be able to attend after calling in,
please contact Kathy immediately, so she can contact those on the waiting list.
Information on directions, lodging, meeting times and meeting places will be
provided at the call-in.

Call-ins are to Kathy Haberny at (410) 360-1504.
This Cretaceous site in
Monmouth Co., NJ was so enjoyable and productive this spring, we wanted to
repeat the trip. Cretaceous shark teeth (Squalicorax, Scapanorhynchus,
Creto/amna and several species of Odontaspids), belemnites, fish teeth
(Enchodus, Edaphodon, /schyrhiza, Anomaeodus), ray teeth, mosasaur teeth,
crab claws, and occasional dinosaur teeth, plesiosaur vertebrae and
ammonites have been found. Bring a 1/4" screen and a shovel, and wear
waders or sneakers into the stream. Long pants are also recommended. Callin Thur_sday,August 21; 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 20.

August 23, Saturday Morning. Big Brook.

August 30, Saturday Morning. Liverpool. Nanjemoy Formation.
Abundant Paleocene shark teeth (Striato/amia, Otodus, and rare
Paraorthacodus, Ging/ymostoma and Squatina), ray teeth
(occasionally complete Myliobatis dental pavements),Turitella casts, crocodile
Pa/eocarcharodon,

teeth, bones and scutes are found at this site on the Potomac River. Collect
from the beach, or bring waders and your "scoopers" to hunt in the water. Callin Monday, August 25, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 15.

September 20, Saturday Morning.

Marl Pit at Sewell, NJ. Gene
Hartstein, from Delaware, has graciously offered to lead our visit to this Late
Cretaceous and Paleocene site in the only remaining greensand mine in
the U.S. The Navesink and Hornerstown Formations have produced
hadrosaurid remains, and crocodile, sea turtle, mosasaur, bird, and ammonite
fossils. Rare and scientifically important finds will be collected by a NJ State
Museum representative. However, some material (e.g., mosasaur teeth) may
be kept. Call-in Monday, September 15, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 12.

October 4, Saturday Morning.

Langley Bluff. St. Mary's Formation.

We thank Elinor Cofer for kindly allowing us to visit this site on the Patuxent
River. Fossil crabs in concretions, gastropods (e.g., Busycon, Ecphora) and

vertebrate fossils have been collected at this site. Call-in Monday, September
29, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 15.

October 11-12, Saturday and Sunday. 19th Annual Patuxent River
Appreciation Days (PRAD). Volunteers are needed to staff our fossil
exhibits. Please call Sandy Roberts (410-586-1791) to volunteer.

October 18, Saturday Morning. VirginialWest Virginia Devonian
sites. Collect 360 million year old trilobites, criniods. brachiopods, gastropods
and corals. Bring rock hammer, small cold chisels, and pocket knife. For safety
and comfort, wear sturdy hiking shoes, knee pads, gloves and safety glasses.
We will meet near Winchester, Va. Call-in Monday, October 13, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Limit 20.

November 1, Saturday. Lee Creek. Many thanks to those who helped
with the call-in, and to Henry Hays, who "got through" to secure this trip for us.
Vertebrate and invertebrate fossils from the Miocene Pungo River and
Pliocene Yorktown Formations are collected at this phosphate mine near
Aurora, NC. Call-in Monday, October 20, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 40.

November 8, Saturday Afternoon.

Fall Fossil Club Meeting at the

Calvert Marine Museum. The meeting will start at 1:00 p.m. Activities to be
determined.

November 22, Saturday Afternoon. Willows. Miocene Lower Calvert
Formation. We appreciate the kindness of Hammon Hobbs,' in allowing us to
visit this site on the Chesapeake Bay. Many species of shark teeth, including
the multi-eusped Notorynchus, and the rare whale shark Rhincodon have been
found here. Also collected are shark vertebral centra, ray teeth, whale and
porpoise bones and teeth, and occasionally Squalodon teeth. Call-in Monday,
November 17, 7:00-9:00 p.m. Limit 15.

December 6, Saturday Morning. Wagner Free Institute of Science
and Academy of Natural Sciences. We will tour the fossil exhibits at two
fine museums in Philadelphia, PA. Additional information about the exhibits will
be available at the call-in. Call-in Monday, December 1, 7:00-9:00 p.m. No
limit.

PROTECTING THE CLIFFS AT STRATFORD

PHILIP

HOLMAN

I SCaff photographer

A 'No Trespassing' sign now warns visitors to stay away from the exposed cliffs at Stratford Hall in Westmoreland.

Keep off, fossil hunters told
and charged with trespassing,
Macnab said.
"It's not the tourists," Macnab
said. "It'" not the family that
walks dOvIn the beach with their
kids and picks up a couple of
shark~s teeth."
They're welcome to whatever
they find, she said.
By ROBERT BURKE
Slaff Reporter
Stratford officials hope the
tough approach this summer will
Locked in the sand and clay
cool . the enthusiasm of fossil
cliffs at Stratford Hall above the
poachers.
Potomac River in Westmoreland
"What we're hoping is ... after
County are the fragments of
a couple of arrests, they're going
another time.
to realize we're pretty serious
Fossils buried there date to 12
about it," she said.
million years ago, when the river
Fossil hunters have been commarked the edge of an ancient
mon at the beach for years, she
sea.
Carved out of soft, sedimentary rock by the Potomac ,River,
said. But the digging' activity
Problem is, some people can't
the cliffs are a favorite spot for beachgoers and fossil hunters. began picking up in the past few
leave the bones alone.
months.
A growing number of people
The fossil collectors corne in a
undocumented
fossil
history
and
along
the
plantation's
1,600
have been digging into the fragile
couple of ways. They either park
cliffs in search of fossils, said Lisa increasing the potential for dan- acres.
. Stratford also has hired a full· near the Horsehead Cliffs at
Macnab, Stratford's director of gerous cliff slides, she said.
So Stratford managers have time security guard to patrol the Westmoreland State Park just
development.
closed all but 100 yards of the beach area. Two people .have
The digging is destroying
narrow beach below the cliffs already been arrested this month

Security now
patrolling beach
in Westmoreland
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Fredericksburg.

Friday, June 27. 1997
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upriver and walk down. Or they
just drive in the front gate.
"They're not afraid of anything,"
Macnab said. "They'll come in ...
usually in a van, and you'll look in
the back and there's just digging
equipment."
Stratford Hall is off State Route 3
about 45 miles east of Fredericksburg.
It was home to the Lee family
and the birthplace of Confederate
Gen. Robert E. Lee. It's owned by
the Robert E. Lee Memorial Association and is open to the public.
Admission is $7 for adults.
The adjacent state park hasn't
had similar problems with digging, said ranger Steve Davis.
"The Qnly thing that is happening is people paying our [$1]
fee and then walking over to
Stratford," he said.
The cliffs date from the Miocene
period. Much of the bay region
then was covered by a warm,
shallow sea.
Visitors at Stratford can still
hike trails near the cliffs and visit
a spot atop the cliffs that offers a
view across five miles of the
Potomac to Maryland.
Stratford officials are worried
about the impact of the closing on
the Friends of Stratford program.
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Only a small section of beach at Stratford Hall in Westmoreland is still open to the public.
Of the plantation's 1,600 acres, only 100 yards of narrow beach are available for public access.
For a $25annual fee, members get
access to the entire plantation.
The beach has been a popular
place for those repeat visitors,
Macnab said. About 2,000people in

the Northern Neck belong to the
program.
Plus, the plantation beach is one
of the few places in the county
where the public can reach the

beach.
"And now because of this, we',,-e
had to close access to part of" the
cliffs, Macnab said. "It's just nol
the same."
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Submitted by Wally Ashby

amber

AMBER: WINDOW TO THE PAST
June 6 - September 1, 1997
National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C.
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Extinct tennite in Dominican amber.
A specimen similar to this one yielded
one of the first DNA sequences recovered
from an amber fossil.
American Museum of Natural History (Entomology)

Bear-shaped pendant probably from
the Enebolle Culture, c. 4500 B. C.
Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen
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Winged deity with a youth.
EtnlScan, c. fifth century B. C. Height 4.5".
Private Collection

Necklace of 54 thin amber beads carved
in the shape of double-headed axes,
from the Middle Funnel Beaker Culture.
This necklace was found in a bog where
it had probably been cast as an offering
about 5,000 years ago.
Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen (photo: D. Finnin/AMNH)

